
 

  Marketing & Communications bulletin 
 
 
A chance to share your Skill For Life sales successes with our complete local Group 
network. 
See what campaigns have worked for other groups and use the ideas in your own 
group. 
 
With over 200 local groups actively working on promoting Skill For life the IAM is fortunate to 
have a huge pool of information and successful campaign details that we can share and 
support other groups to utilise. 
 
As part of the soon to be launched Group Marketing Toolkit we would like to include photos 
and details of successful local group Skill For Life sales campaigns and promotions. Many 
groups have achieved excellent results by employing some original and appealing 
promotions. I would like to capture these details and then produce a number of A4 reference 
sheets so that other groups can copy and create their own similar campaigns. 
 
Some typical examples we would like to hear about; 
 

‐ Obtaining funds to offer a free skidpan course with every SFL purchased. 
‐ Local road safety funding to offer free SFL to young drivers/or local residents 
‐ Working with St John’s Ambulance to provide all their staff with SFL courses. 
‐ The offer of a Drivecheck with a discount if SFL then taken 
‐ Plus of course all those promotions and campaigns that I am not aware of! 

 
Please feel free to send me any information or to give me a call to discuss any campaigns. 
By sharing our successes we can make it quicker and easier for car and bike groups to 
generate more sales by replicating what has worked elsewhere. As ever there may also be 
some funding support available from the Group Support budget. 
 
I look forward to hearing your success stories and sharing them with other groups as part of 
the new groups marketing toolkit. 
 
Paul Woozley 
Membership Development Manager 
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